
Paperless Parts and TechMate™
Overview For MSC Customers

MSC and Paperless Parts are joining forces to usher 
in the new age of manufacturing with TechMate™.
By combining the metalworking expertise of MSC with the 
advanced communication power of Paperless Parts, customers 
can now communicate directly with MSC metalworking experts 
with the geometric context needed to receive accurate cutting tool 
recommendations. MSC strongly believes that Paperless Parts is 
the future of manufacturing.

Paperless Parts is the secure cloud-based manufacturing 
platform that enables teams to communicate better and make 
smarter, faster, more informed decisions. Paperless Parts gives 
everyone access to 3D CAD and prints, ensuring that your team 
communicates effectively and that information never gets lost.

One Place for All Tech Data 
Manage all job files and add freely 
from any device: 3D CAD, drawings, 
setup sheets, pictures of fixtures, 
assembly instructions and more. 

Advanced Manufacturing Insights 
View design for manufacturability 
warnings, material stock information, 
and other feature information you can 
use to make better decisions.

A tool like this helps 
us bridge the gap and 
ensure we are able to 
grow effectively and 
efficiently. 

A lot of companies have 
brand mottos and don’t live 
by them, but functionality 
like this provided by MSC 
through Paperless Parts 
is them living up to their 
brand promise of ‘built to 
make you better’.
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Communication with Context 
Comment on specific geometric 
features, tag your team, and share 
feedback. Capture all communication 
and decisions for the lifecycle of the part. 

MSC Expertise At Your Fingertips 
Chat with MSC Metalworking Experts 
directly from a print or 3D file - no more 
endless calling, back-and-forth e-mails 
or scheduling shop visits.



Who is Paperless Parts?

Paperless Parts was founded to champion innovation. 
We are a motivated and experienced group of creators 
with diverse backgrounds in manufacturing, mechanical 
engineering, software, start-ups, and national defense. 
We didn’t start in a garage, like Microsoft or Amazon. 
We started in a job shop.

Based in Boston, MA, our team is building the future of 
manufacturing by making intuitive software that bridges 
the skill gap, improves manufacturing communications 
and makes geometry accessible for everyone.

How To Sign Up for TechMate™

You can sign up for a TechMate™ account here. Already 
a Paperless Parts customer? Reach out to techmate.
support@paperlessparts.com to get it turned on for 
your account. TechMate™ is the most secure way to 
communicate with MSC about your parts, and is offered 
for free as part of their partnership with Paperless Parts.

What happens to data I upload?

You own all intellectual property uploaded to the platform.

What about security and ITAR?

Paperless Parts was built for security and is ITAR 
registered and compliant. All MSC metalworking 
experts working with Paperless Parts are U.S. citizens 
and ITAR compliant.

HOW IT WORKS

SECURITY & ENCRYPTION

• Built to be ITAR registered and compliant

• All data hosted on Amazon GovCloud (the same 

servers used by the Department of Defense)

• Network and servers approved for 

Controlled Unclassified Information

• Uploaded files are encrypted at rest with 

AES-256 encryption

• 100% US-based system administrators and 

support team

• All data securely backed up nightly

• All data encrypted in-transit using TLS v1.1 

and v1.2 with modern ciphers

You Need Advice on How to 
Make a Part
From the viewer, upload parts and 
supporting files to get help form MSC

Start TechMate™ Chat 
Start chatting with MSC Experts from 
the part viewer, including annotations of 
parts and drawings.

MSC Expert Chats With You
MSC Metalworking Expert receives the 
question, looks at files in secure 3D 
viewer, asks any clarifying questions.

MSC Expert Answers 
MSC Metalworking Expert answers 
your questions and shares any tooling 
recommendations. 

Problem Solved!
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